cLc Learning Platform Best Practice 32
The cLc Learning Platform is supporting teaching and improving learning outcomes in schools around the
world. These Best Practice examples enable teachers to share experiences, ideas and recommendations to
support and aid other teachers tackling the same challenges.
Find more cLc Best Practice along with curriculum maps and ‘How To’ guides & films at www.clcsuccess.com
School: Grappenhall Heys Primary School
LA: Warrington
Teacher: Matt Boot / Emma Newman
Students: Reception / Early Years
Contact: mattboot@googlemail.com
Learning Focus: To encourage Reception children to begin writing for a purpose and audience.
Curriculum Focus: Language, Literacy and Communication
Tools used:
Forum,
Sound Recorder

How this worked in practice: The children in Reception class joined into the UniServity Collaborative project
– It’s A Small World. The children were able to build a relationship with the project character called Benny
Bear, and then record daily events in his diary
forum using a combination of text,
images, photographs
and the
sound recorder. Children were aware that other children taking part in this project were able to view
Benny’s Diary and thus knew that their work had an audience. Children were encouraged to record news,
events and descriptions of their daily lives focusing on their local area and the animals that live within it in
order to complement Science and Geography curriculum.
In addition, children from the class were able to view the Benny’s Diary
forums created and run by children
in other schools, both locally, nationally and internationally. This meant that the children could find out about
new localities across the globe that Benny Bear was visiting, and were also able to engage in Question &
Answer sessions within the
forum with other children the same age across the world.
By the end of this sequence of work children had developed skills in:
Literacy: Writing (Chronological Report / Diary)
Geography: Locality
Science: Life & Living Processes / The World around us
Next Steps: The children could use a range of media to record their daily lives with Benny Bear – ranging
from the sound recorder within their diary entries, to photographs, inserted drawings, film of a virtual tour
around the school. Children could also begin to respond to diary entries left by other children.

The named teacher has kindly agreed for this example and the relevant contact details, to be shared within the cLc community for other teachers benefit.
www.uniservity.com

